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Along with the rapid development of modern society and economy, society the 
ever increasing rate. How to effectively use the judicial resources to obtain the best 
legal effect, in today's academic and judicial practice are becoming concerned hot and 
focus. When the judge carries out with simplified procedures in judging cases,not 
only it well be helpful to improve the efficiency of litigation,reduce the cost of 
jurisdiction,and help the defendant and the victim early leave litigation.The simplified 
trial of general procedure in criminal cases was put in practice in order to reveal the 
perusal of value of justice and efficiency in the judicial practice. Because of the 
simplified trial of general procedure in criminal cases is a new way in the reform of 
the attempt, in many conceptual provisions are general, in many procedures exist in 
the errors, to practice the actual operation of the judicial personnel brought many 
trouble and inconvenience. In practice has caused some basic unit pure to pursuit of 
efficiency, and ignore the fair basis position.Or in order to further pursuit of 
efficiency, and cool simplifies ought not to simplify procedures. Do this for long, the 
implementation of this system not only will infringe upon the defendant and the 
victim of litigation rights, still can seriously violated judicial justice. The author as a 
grass-roots legal workers participated in many trial which used the simplified trial of 
general procedure in criminal cases. The author through her feeling, in this paper，
from criminal case implement simplified trial of general procedure of overseas 
reference and realistic need etc Angle, argumentation implementing this system of 
realistic certainty.From daily work problems, and combining theory analyzes general 
procedure simplified trial in operation of easy to produce the ambiguity of concepts 
and details. From combining theory with practice Angle, to perfect the system can 
relevant measures for simple analysis. I hope that we can through own a little effort, 
to further perfect simplified trial system, general procedure and for the system, can in 
criminal lawsuit sufficient play its this should have the benefit, contribute little power. 
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